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Abstract: In this paper we propose algorithms for mail documents spam level determination and training sample
development. The problem of spam level determination is based on support vectors method. The modification
of the standard method is based on construction means separating hyper planes and on Fejer means. Unlike
other algorithms, this algorithm allows to work with non-stationary data, which are used for documents
classification.
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INTRODUCTION The application of automated filtering technologies

Information technologies generated the continuously artificial intelligence, the application of mathematical
increasing flow of diverse information. The main task of statistics, etc. [1, 2].
the search systems (search engines) is to provide One of the most popular filters nowadays is the filter
qualitative results, i.e. the most important relevant pages. which is based on the Bayesian approach (naive Bayesian
It is necessary to solve the problem of classification for classifier), which assumes that different terms of
such a provision. Therefore, the theory, the methods and messages are independent of each other. The semantic
the algorithms of information classification are rapidly relations between terms should be considered to improve
developing scientific trend. the effectiveness of such filters and it requires the use of

One of the major problems met by almost every semantic analysis techniques, which significantly
Internet user is a spam problem, i.e. the problem of increases a system load and filter work time, with a slight
incoming information filtering (classification). increase of filtration efficiency.

Currently, a number of filtering technologies - Thus, taking into account the abovementioned facts,
services is developed to avoid unwanted information. there is a need to develop new methods and algorithms
These technologies can be divided into manual and for information classification to solve spam filtration
automatic ones. Manually adjusted filters are based on issue, which makes the topic of this article an urgent one.
access lists and configured directly by user, who selects In this paper we propose an algorithm for a classifier
either unwanted addresses within the policy of "black development on the basis of construction method
list" pass, or permited addresses within the policy of separating hyper planes in Hilbert space and on Fejer
"white list" pass. However, the manual methods of means [3,4].
unwanted messages filtration are almost ineffective and
require constant update of access lists, creating an Statement of Classification Problem: Formally the
additional  load  for  user.  Besides,  manual categorization classification problem is stated as follows.
is  not  applicable,  if  it  is  necessary  to  classify   the Suppose we are given a finite set of categories
large amount of information during a limited period of (classes)  and a finite set of documents
time.

is based on the use of pattern recognition methods,
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. The objective function (functional, the general methods for such hyperplanes constructions

classifier) , determining the correspondence
for each pair < document, category>, is not known. It is
required to find ´ classifier i.e. the function as close as
possible to the function  [4]. If the intersection of the
two categories is empty, then the classification is binary
one, which is often used in spam filtering.

If there are samples of each category (objects), which
belong to a definite category and we know it in advance,
such problems are called supervised learning and the
known data is called the training sample. This approach is
used in proposed method.

Machine learning assumes the presence of teaching
and control sample, i.e. the initial collection of documents
is presented , where the objective

function values are known for . This

collection  is divided into two nonintersecting sets 1

and , such that:  ( is spam, 2 1 2

is not spam). The formation of these subsets can be
operated manually, i.e. experts, after the work with multiple
power  documents say that if a document d  is spam,i

then it belongs to  set. On the contrary, if a
document is not spam, then it belongs to  set.

Let's determine the training set as , ,
. The  classifier is trained inductively on the

basis of identified characteristics of documents [5].

Analysis of Classifier Development Method: The
classifier development will be based on a support vector
techniques (SVM - support vector machines) [6]. SVM -
a set of similar algorithms based on supervised learning,
which is used for data analysis and pattern recognition in
classification problems and regressive analysis. SVM is a
linear classifier. On the basis of the training sample this
algorithm helps to predict which of the two predefined
categories has the element to be classified.

Special SVM property is a continuous decrease of
classification empirical error and gap increase. Therefore,
this method is also known as the classifier method with a
maximum clearance. SMV is also considered to be very
promising to solve classification (clustering) tasks using
the methods of artificial intelligence theory.

The basic idea used in SVM, is hyper plane
construction or set of hyper planes within the space of
higher dimensions the distance maximization between the
built hyperplane training sample classes. But nowadays

(straightening spaces or classifier cores) most suitable for
a particular task are not developed. The building of
adequate core is an art and, as a rule, it is based on a priori
knowledge of the subject area. In practice "quite
reasonable" classifier cores derived from substantive
considerations are not always positive definite, which,
naturally, can not affect the solution quality. This article
is devoted to the construction of such a hyper plane.

Development of Problem Solution Algorithm Protecting
from Spam on SVM Basis: It is necessary to determine if
a document is spam or not in the problem of information
classification to solve spam protection problem. The
proposed approach introduces a system of metrics to
solve this problem. User classifies his letters and notes
those that are believed to be spam, i.e. creates Q training
set. Convex hulls are built on the basis on this information
in the form of linear inequalities systems. The first system
defines the set of document points identified as spam.

The second system is the set of document points not
defined as spam. The construction of the thickest layer
separating two polyhedra may develop a procedure of
automatic distribution (classification) of documents into
"good" and "bad" ones. Having received a new document
and having read its characteristics, we get the point within
the considered space. If this point falls under the "bad"
half of the space, we make the assumption that it is spam,
if it falls under the "good" half of the space we conclude
that it is not spam. If the point falls within the layer, the
letter is delivered to user marked as "probable spam". 

An iterative process using the projection operation
is usually applied to solve the problem of strong
separability. However, in practice the application of this
method is severely restricted by the fact that is not always
possible to develop a constructive formula for projection
point calculation for a convex set. Therefore, it is
advisable to replace the projection operations with a
sequence of Fejer means [7]. 

Besides, the algorithms of polyhedra separation
based on Fejer means have the following advantage
compared with the projective and other known methods:
they are applicable to a non stationary problems, i.e. to
the problems in which the initial data can be changed
during the process of problem solution. This non-
stationary task is, for example, the problem of spam filter.

And now let's consider algorithms solving strong
separability problem.
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Let's suggest that two nonintersecting convex Step 5. If , then refer to Step 1.
polyhedra  and  are given, set by linear
inequalities systems:

(1)

The strong separability problem consists of the
thickest layer search, separating M and N. This problem
is equivalent to the problem of finding the distance
between M and N from the metrical point of view:

(2)

If  are arg points (2), i.e. ,
then the thickest layer separating M and N sets is:

,

where P  and P  are half-spaces set by linear inequalities:1 2

 and ,  - scalar product
of two vectors.

Consequently, the strong separability problem can be
stated as:

(3)

The problem (3) may be solved using well-known
algorithm of successive projection.

Algorithm of strong separability problem solution .

There are two non-intersecting convex polyhedra
 and , set by linear inequality systems (1).

Let’s mark the point reflection (projection) on M via 
and via  on N. Let’s set an arbitrary initial
approximation . Let's choose a fixed positive real

number . Then the algorithm of strong separability will
consist of the following six steps.

Step 0. .
Step 1. .
Step 2. .
Step 3. .

Step 4. .

Step 6. The end. 

If the sets M and N are quite easy to implement the
operation of points design on them, then presented
algorithm  may be used in practice. But if M and N are
arbitrary polyhedra, then  can not be found to be
effective, since a universal method for the projection
construction of a point on the polyhedron is not known.
In this case, the problem can be solved if you use Fejer
means instead of designing operation.

Let's make a Fejer mean definition.

Let’s .  mean is called M-Fejer, if the

following two conditions are performed:

.

Let’s define M-Fejer means via F .M

The sequence  is considered as Fejer

processes generated by a certain M-Fejer mean  at
arbitrary initial approximation .

It is known [8], in the case where a certain M-Fejer
mean  is continuous one, the Fejer process is met to the
point belonging to the following set:

.

This means that there is a positive integer K for any
real > 0 so for all  k > K, we have .

Let’s project M-Fejer mean, according to [8]. Let's
imagine a system of linear inequalities defining the
polyhedron M in the form of:

,

where  for any j. Let’s determine  by the

following way:

.

Then the following mean:
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will be M-Fejer one for any positive coefficient system Training Sample Creation Algorithm: Let's refer to a

, such that  and relaxation

coefficients .
Similarly let construct N-Fejer mean . Using the

means  and  you may create algorithm, that solves
strong separability problem on the basis of Fejer means.

Definition: Let’s set a certain continuous mean .
Under  - projection (pseudo projection) of  point
on M set the mean  is considered, set by the

following proportion: .  point will

be called the pseudo projection of x point on M set.
Let’s suppose that there are two certain continuous

Fejer means  and  to solve the problem (3).
Using the operations of  and  projection, let’s develop
an algorithm , solving strong separability problem with
the use of Fejer means.

algorithm. Let’s set an arbitrary initial
approximation . We choose a fixed positive real

number . Then the algorithm of strong separability with
the use of Fejer means will consist of the following six
steps.

Step 0. .
Step 1. .

Step 2. .

Step 3. .

 Step 4. .
Step 5. If , then refer to Step 1.
Step 6. The end.

The main question in the justification of the
algorithm applicability to the information classification
problem concerns the proof of this algorithm convergence
to the desired solution. 

As a rule, a more potent condition is necessary, than
just Fejer mean  to justify  algorithm convergence i.e.
a locally potent Fejer mean [9,10]. In this case, the
algorithm convergence is strictly proved [9].

It is evident, that Step 1 and Step 2 are resource-
intensive in  algorithm. At each of these steps the
successive Fejer process is realized by which we obtain
pseudo projection of a point on the polyhedron.
Polyhedron defined by a system of linear inequalities is
always a closed convex set, i.e. there is always a solution.

training sample creation algorithm.
We will perform operations according to the

following algorithm:

Let’s  take  a  training  set   and  record  its  terms.
We  obtain  the  following  set  of  terms:

.

Perform  a  lexicographical   ordering   of    the    set,
i.e.  transform  T  into  T    i.e.base

.
On the basis of training set  the frequency
dictionary (term dictionary) Datatable is formed,
where the following numbers correspond to each

:  - occurrence frequency in 1

and  -  occurrence  frequency  in ,2

Datatable= .
Let’s take all the documents sequentially

.
Read all the terms from the document

.
Perform      a   lexicographical   ordering   of   TT  set,
i.e.  transform  TT  into   i.e.

.
On the basis of sets, the frequency
dictionary and indicator vector we form the following
vector: ,

where  and , if  .

Let’s define a set of vectors  via .
Thus, we obtain the set, corresponding to spam.

Repeat the steps 4 - 7, although only for  set. Let’s2

determine the set, obtained at step 8 via Y. Thus, we
obtained the set which does not correspond to spam.
Let’s construct a separating hyper plane between X
and Y according to  algorithm. We got a normal
vector for w hyper plane and b parameter
(classification limit).
Let’s construct a classifying function ´.

Document Spam Level Determination Algorithm: Here is
the final formula of spam level determination algorithm.

Let’s take a document .
Read  all  the  terms  from  the  document

.
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Perform  a  lexicographical   ordering   of   TT      set,
i.e.    transform     TT    into REFERENCES

.
Define the series of signs for this document. If this
sign is not defined, then .
On the basis of  sets of frequency dictionary
and the set of signs the following vector  is  formed

,

where  and , if .

The spam level of d  document is defined with thei

classifier use:

.

CONCLUSION

The algorithm of spam level determination or
classification presented in this paper depends, of course,
on the training sample capacity. On the basis of the
presented algorithm of the training sample construction,
this power can always be increased if you wish. In other
words the advance training of spam level detection
system may take place. Or there is a more formal approach:
the classifying ´ function may be modified. The said
offer enough is realized quite easily.

Thus, the presented algorithms realized in the form of
software solve the spam filter problem. 
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